As you lose some of your hearing, you may want to turn up the volume on your television set in order to understand your favorite actors or newscasters. Or you may stop watching television because it has become difficult or impossible to understand them. There are solutions!

There are two ways you can improve your enjoyment of TV. One is to use amplification to bring the sound to you without disturbing others who are in the room with you. The other is to use closed captioning, which puts text of the words being spoken (and sometimes other information) on the screen.

AMPLIFICATION
Some great technology can make it possible for you to enjoy TV without making your family, friends and neighbors miserable. Personal assistive listening devices (ALDs), special purpose radios, and the audio output jacks on the back of some TV sets are all useful for amplifying sound.

1. Assistive Listening Devices (ALDs)
With ALDs, a microphone may be placed directly in front of the TV loudspeaker or the ALD may be connected to the TV’s audio output. You wear a receiver which allows you to control the volume coming from the microphone. The receiver is used with something that fits in, on, or near your ear, such as headphones or an earbud. If you have a hearing aid with telecoils, you can use a neck loop, chair pad, or other audio induction technology. See our fact sheet on Assistive Listening Devices for more information. With today’s smart TVs, it’s possible to connect to the audio output by Bluetooth technology. Check with your audiologist to see if your hearing aids are Bluetooth enabled.

2. Audio Output Jacks
Some TVs and DVD players have audio output jacks. These can be used with amplifiers and headsets to control the volume level. If you are the only person watching TV, this will make it possible to adjust the volume to the level that is best for you.

Finding These Devices
NVRC has a Technology Demonstration Room with examples of listening devices you can use with a television, as well as information about businesses that sell them. It is helpful to talk with other individuals who have hearing loss to ask about what devices they like and what companies they trust or
received good services from. NVRC can give you information to contact local hearing loss support groups.

Several companies issue catalogs containing hundreds of assistive devices. You may order directly from them or through their websites. Some have an 800 number and will send a free catalog upon request. No single product works for all people with hearing loss. Always ask about return policies before purchasing devices.

CLOSED CAPTIONING

Closed captioning began in the early 1980s. Viewers bought and installed a decoder box on top of their televisions to show text of what was being said on the bottom of the screen, much like the subtitles on films. After 1993, all new television sets 13 inches or larger were required to have the closed captioning decoder chip built into them. Check your user’s manual to see how to activate this feature.

Closed captioning is a very popular technique for watching TV. It is also used as an aid in teaching English to non-English speakers and in teaching reading skills to children. Closed captioned programs are usually identified in program guides with “CC”, a symbol that looks like a box with a tail, or “SDH.” Federal regulations have required increasing amounts of captioning for new programs and ‘reruns’, with some exemptions. These include, but are not limited to, short commercials, most programs shown between 2 and 6 am, and programs shown on new networks for the first four years of the network’s operations.

Most new DVDs and Blu-ray discs of popular movies are closed captioned. Check the DVD cover closed captioning. They also often have subtitles, which are helpful but may not have as much information as closed captions do.

Unfortunately there is little closed captioned educational media, but deaf, hard of hard of hearing and deaf-blind individuals can borrow a variety of free educational media from the Described and Captioned Media Program. They currently have more than 4,000 titles. You can find them at www.dcmp.org or call 800-237-6213 V; 800-237-6819 TTY or 800-538-5636 FAX.